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We appreciate all your feedback, suggestions and questions that many of you have shared with us. Carbon
dioxide can also form acid rain which can affect areas far removed from the source of the pollution. Writing
the Body Paragraphs The body paragraphs need to thoroughly address all elements of the task by utilizing
information from at least four documents from Part A, incorporating outside information, and presenting
everything in an organized manner. If constructed and filled in properly, this table will form the basis of
organizing the body paragraphs of the DBQ essay response. The global use of the automobile has also caused
a dramatic increase in environmental pollution. Each time a document is used, it is highlighted in yellow.
Click on the image below to see what it might look like when filled in For example: Writing the Introduction
The introduction to the essay response should communicate what it is that the essay will show or prove. Look
for clues that will help identify which historical era s the DBQ is focusing on, and the information required to
thoroughly address the task. Please share our blog with others who might benefit from these ideas and who
might enjoy participating in the conversation! The modern development of nuclear energy has also had an
impact on the environment. One approach to writing this essay would be to compose two body paragraphs that
discusses environmental problems and two additional body paragraphs explaining how nations are responding
to these problems. For example in according to World Watch, carbon dioxide emissions in developed nations
reached three tons per person, while developing nations produced half a ton per person Document 2. Note that
at least four documents are used in these body paragraphs. Denmark has also investigated alternative energy
sources by using wind power and the combustion of agricultural waste Document 5. Documents are also
identified by name as well as document number. During this production process a variety of harmful
pollutants are emitted, in addition to the pollutants created by energy-producing plants to provide the
electricity that powers many consumer items. Featured on Freedom Academy Blog: The articles featured on
this Blog are on the topics the interns discussed in class and spotlight activities they are involved with at
school. The facts in the table were embellished with details designed to thoroughly address all aspects of the
task. In the s, the United States mandated the use of catalytic converters for automotive exhaust systems, and
other nations are now following suit. It also connects the policies discussed with the need to implement
solutions as more nations become industrialized. NOTE: One should not simply copy the historical context or
task; this is not a suitable introduction and will result in a lower overall essay score. These converters, when
used in conjunction with other emissions-control devices, limit the amount of pollution produced by a vehicle.
Examples of DBQ Essaysâ€¦.. According to newspaper reports published by World Watch in , British
Petroleum announced that it should increase its investments in solar energy as an alternative to dependence
upon oil. Newspaper reports published in World Watch state that the Japanese auto company Toyota has
developed a hybrid gasoline electric car that is more fuel efficient and produced half the amount of carbon
dioxide as a conventional car Document 5. Each time outside information is used, it appears highlighted in
green. The goal of the blog is to help empower the students by giving them voice, enabling them to feel safe to
open up and really talk.


